
 

 

 

 

 

“These violent delights have violent ends.” 

Dolores Abernathy - Westworld 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artificial intelligence 
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Background:  

The quest for artificial intelligence begins the way most things do, as a dream. Homo sapiens have long 

held up our intelligence as the primary source of our identity. For the last few thousand years we have 

tried to understand how we think; that is, how a mere handful of matter can perceive, understand, 

predict, and manipulate a world far larger and more complicated than itself. The Field of Artificial 

Intelligence or AI, dreams to go further still, where we attempt to not just understand our own 

intelligence, but we seek to create intelligent entities beyond human kind. 

Last year Google rolled out a new and improved translation engine powered by it’s new “artificial 

intelligence” that It claimed would be nearly indistinguishable from human translation. In December 

2016, the Obama administration released a 55 page report on the potential economic gains through the 

development of AI. In contrast, two months prior, billionaire tech entrepreneur Elon Musk proclaimed 

that society’s complacency towards the threat that AI poses is the most serious existential threat to 

human survival. As we get closer to developing fully autonomous artificial intelligence, the race to do so 

becomes more and more intense. Due to the competitive advantages that come from developing 

technology first – the Chinese government has committed 15 billion dollars in public investment in AI for 

2018 alone. As the dangers, benefits and reality of artificial intelligence get closer and closer, it is 

prudent for us to debate the topic. 

So, what’s happening now in the field of AI? The development of AI has radically intensified over the last 

few years, with Chinese state-backed firms investing billions of dollars in American AI startup firms, 

while also investing billions in public AI projects back home. AI development in the United States lacks as 

much, but is strongly benefiting from a well-trained tech workforce, along with a robust start up 

community that is more conducive to developing the technology required to acquire AI. Both nation’s 

intense interest in developing the technology comes from two primary motivations; economic and 

military. New weapons being developed with AI technology pose massive threats on a global scale, the 

developed world has the most to lose in these conflicts, as massive amounts of infrastructure and 

financial systems remain vulnerable to a weaponized artificial intelligence. Additionally, firms have a 

massive interest in developing AI for the economic gain that they can bring. For more than 250 years, 

technological innovations have been the primary drivers of economic growth and AI will be no exception 

to this trend. The effects of AI will be magnified in the coming decade, as manufacturing, retailing, 

transportation, finance, health care, law, advertising, insurance, entertainment, education, and virtually 

every other industry transform their core processes and business models to take advantage of growing 

AI technology. It is estimated that machine learning AI, a system in which an AI can learn tasks without 

human instruction will replace a third of the U.S workforce in the next two decades, a level of cyclical 

displacement not seen in recent history from any other technological advancement.   

As our development of AI proliferates, so too do the ethical questions surrounding AI. Questions of what 

AI sentience will look have not been decided and neither have the questions surrounding how we will 

treat AI once it is sentient. These both prompt important considerations for how we as a society move 

forward on the topic. 

 



 

 

The United States Federal Government should significantly increase the development of artificial 

intelligence.  

The context of U.S vs. China development of AI technology is a specific area of controversy within this 

topic area. Both have distinct comparative advantages in their development. Key to development is in 

technology fields such as AI, whomever gains a substantive edge in their development will yield massive 

compounding advancements in their development leading to a runaway race of AI development 

between the two giants. The development of AI is borderline inevitable but who first develops it will 

lead to substantive changes in the power dynamic of the world. The advantage china holds over U.S 

development is strong state interest in the development this allows for both a better regulatory 

environment as well as substantially more state back funding, paired with massive purchases of U.S 

startups this is leading to significant edge over the United States.  

The United States Federal Government should substantially increase the regulation of Artificial 

Intelligence. 

Questions of regulation have often come second with Artificial intelligence, this is because of how 

closely correlated a loose regulatory environment is correlated with an accelerated development of AI. 

As we develop AI strong considerations of what we restrain AI to be capable of. Currently there are no 

regulations on AI retaining or disclosing personal information, as well as very limited regulations on the 

weaponization AI. The threats of AI leading to our destruction as a species are widely exaggerated, but 

massive destruction of society caused by maldevelopment isn’t. This creates a very interesting debate 

between the Gov and Opp as they contest which outweighs, the development of AI or the need to 

regulate that development. 

Resolved: The United Nations should declare fully autonomous Artificial Intelligence beings the rights 

of human beings.  

Many groups are still working to achieve sentience within AI technology. Determining sentience is far 

from easy, and historically, human beings have struggled to recognize sentience, even within their own 

species. One might think that humans would easily recognize the traits that signify their own sentience 

in machines, but likely, our anthropocentric nature has cultivated an inability, or at least an 

unwillingness, to identify machines as ever being sentient. AI sentience matters because it warrants 

ethical consideration. Whether we owe any moral consideration to inanimate objects is an area of 

controversy itself but, should we develop sentient AI technology, we would owe them moral 

consideration, particularly given that we brought them into existence. How we frame robot rights in the 

future will be extremely important especially in regard to questions of what frame AI sentience as in 

juxtaposition of Human sentience.   

Resolved: Artificial Intelligence should replace humans as the primary means of production. 

All the technological advances of the last few centuries will pale in comparison to the ramifications of 

what AI will be capable of. AI can outright replace and displace majority parts of the work force in the 

developed world. As the primary driver behind its creation within the startup community is based on the 

motivation of profitability, dozens of firms are working to create AI systems that will be used to replace 



 

 

humans as a more cost-effective method to production. This creates questions of what will society do 

once we no longer need to work, as machines take our place on the assembly line. The resolution allows 

affirmatives the ability to force the debate onto topics of anti-capitalism or onto considerations of 

Universal Basic Income while allowing clear negative ground on defending capitalism as well as 

arguments surrounding the accessibility of the benefits Artificial Intelligence. Artificial intelligence 

becomes a good context to have these debates under as the considerations of what kind of economy we 

should live are both more real in so far as AI readily seeks to make these questions prudent while also 

allowing AFF’s to base arguments in both a critical orientation while accessing through plan actions.  

 

Humanity should ban the development Artificial Intelligence 

Considerations what we ought to do with Artificial intelligence come second to the questions of should 

we develop AI, widely I think this is due to the progress already made in the field as well as the private 

interests in its creation. Suspending the notions of what agent could accomplish a ban, a resolution on 

the considerations of whether we ought to develop is a ripe debate to have. In that the resolution forces 

teams into questions of what society should progress towards, as well as humanities ability to create 

without destroying, allows for us to uniquely access arguments on societies orientation towards future 

action that we don’t normally get out of debates. Issues of ontology can be uniquely accessed through 

this topic as we have a direct compulsion to consider our actions that are forthcoming as a society on 

the topic of Artificial Intelligence. 

The United Nations should ban the use of Artificial intelligence for the use of cyber warfare 

The use of A.I in Cyber Warfare is where most of the doomsday scenarios with AI are birthed from. 

Though the end of the world due to runaway A.I that was flawed in designed is an unlikely scenario, the 

end of several states due to A.I being used to devastate infrastructure or to hijack military systems could 

be a serious problem for the modern world. This resolution allows some unique hedge and securitization 

debates as the world of A.I has no hegemonic powers. No one owns A.I yet and once it is developed it 

will be easily replicated by nations trying to catch up. I think this resolution will likely replicate a lot of 

nuclear hedge debates but the nuance of A.I will force a more specific engagement on the pursuit of 

hedge in a world where two actors are ahead but have yet to achieve any real tangible weaponry with 

A.I. Debates under this resolution will also be particularly educational as aff’s will attempt to spec out 

formats of cyber war into individual plans forcing negs to get creative with their PICs and also to be 

ready with their theory arguments to debate the definitions that will come up.  

Aff Ground: 

Plan – Plans will have access to advantages such as Hedge, Security, Economic and Developmental 

assistance advantages. AI literature provides really close proximity link chains to provide strong 

contentions to the benefits of affirming the resolutions through a plan text. The squo development of AI 

is arguably inevitable which means that plan AFF’s are predictable in that they will focus on the 

outcomes AI development, helping prevent squirrely affs. This role regulation also gives access for Affs 



 

 

to easily argue the benefits of AI through impact scenarios linking to miscalc prevention, infrastructure 

protection and economy.   

K - From a critical perspective, I think there is a lot of aff ground in the discussion of sentience and 

queer/femme identity in AI. Functionally I also think the aff will have a lot of ground to run capitalism 

critiques in what AI will mean for global social systems.  AI exists as a really interesting and beneficial 

avenue for us to discuss these arguments as the abstract nature of these critiques are easily grounded 

by the development and deployment of AI technology and the ramifications of doing so. 

 

 

Neg Ground: 

I think the neg debate on this topic would be extremely method oriented. Neg’s have equal access to K / 

CP / DA with I think a slight skew towards K ground. Standard CP / Disads would work well to orient that 

AI’s could cause the death of humans not through a terminator 2018 scenario but more through we kill 

ourselves through AI with either maldevelopment or we create too effective of weapons. Additionally, 

advantage CP would be extremely effective under this topic in that the Aff advantage is likely 

predictable allowing good perm debates as well as forcing Aff’s to be good plan writers. Further disads 

the neg can link hard with are topics such as ruralism, Digital abandonment and cyclical poverty. The list 

of generic disads that can be used on these resolutions is long but if not used to correctly they will have 

a hard time outweighing aff advantages acting as a counter balance to prevent strong neg topic skew.  

Critical negs will have no problem finding their way on this topic through the questions of sentience and 

robot rights. There is a large amount of literature already published on the anthropocentric nature of 

our development of AI as well as some femme/queer critiques of AI. Questions as to how the nature of 

AI sentience should addressed will award negs with good critical questions ontology and epistemology 

especially in questions of race, the state and society.  

Theory – I think topicality debates on this topic would be interesting in terms of what teams can frame 

the phrases of art that will come out of the literature forcing aff’s to be direct in their cases that allow a 

more educational discussion of both how we frame the terms of AI and prompts good questions on how 

we frame policy making terms on technology topics.  
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